
Grower: Danilo Guilherme Dones

Region: The Mountains of Espirito Santo

Altitude: 850 - 900 MASL 

Packaging: 30 Kg specialty paper bag with liner   

Variety: Catuai 81, Iapar and Caturra

Process: Pulped Natural, Fully Washed

Harvest: August - December

    At Dones farm there are three to four blossoms per harvest, which happens in november,

january and march. They have manual selective picking, when they separate the batches by

varietals and plots. The coffee goes through the hulling process, which is done with great care,

so that the coffee beans don't lose quality. The drying process happens slowly by thin layers to

be gentle and guarantee the ideal humidity in the final product. 

    Nowadays Danilo can count on his wife Helga Lahass, and also on a friend, to help him taking

care of Catuai, Iapar and Caturra varieties. They are achieving awesome results, with 40% of their

harvest being considered as specialty coffee grade, and they are constantly investing in new

research. What he expects is to guarantee to his little son, Isaak Lahass, a future of great

opportunities. 

Are you a coffee lover and want to know more about this imported coffee?

We are coffee merchants and passionate about connecting you to our farmers.

Click here to get in touch with us right now!

Dones Farm

Farm Info

Connecting coffee Growers with coffee Lovers  

Follow us: @southlandmerchants

Danilo has started in the coffee farming as a coffee picker, working

for a producer who was a friend of his family. His father was already

producing strawberries and vegetables when he decided to

undertake his own crop of coffee. Today, Danilo has great

memories but at the age of sixteen, he didn't like this ideia, because

he would have to cope with the cold and wet weather early in the

morning. Laughing, Danilo reports that his father got another job and

left the arduous task of taking care of the coffee crops to him, his

mother and his sister.

     They went through enormous hardships, back in the days when

depulping cherries was not common. At that time they didn't have

many coffee trees and they used to strip all of them at the

beginning of the process. But since they’ve started developing a

more careful work with coffee, they realised this could provide

them a much better chance of life quality improvements. “We

would be able to pay all the farming expenses, and still have

enough to buy a car” - Remembers Danilo with joy. 

http://www.southlandmerchants.com.au/

